DATA SHEET

Global Utility Invoice Data Management

Information is Power
Both energy cost volatility and resource conservation initiatives predicate the need for a
corporate-wide energy and sustainability strategy. That need becomes more pronounced—
and more complex—for global organizations.
Global Utility Invoice Data Management solutions leverage our Energy and Sustainabilty
Management Platform’s single system of record to equip organizations to better see and
manage energy cost and consumption on a global scale. Organizations glean strategic
insights to identify areas for immediate cost savings and improved energy efficiency.

Global Energy Manager Module
•

Visibility across global portfolios from
summary data to site level details

•

Global currency and units of measure
conversions and user preferences

Complete and Accurate Data
ENGIE Insight provides complete data visibility and management so our clients are able to focus
on proactively driving cost savings and facility efficiencies. Global Utility Invoice Data Management
provides a fully managed solution with detailed data capture, data quality control and
completeness checks, including end to end issue resolution handled by the ENGIE Insight team.
Additionally, ENGIE Insight provides robust reporting in user-preferred currencies and units of
measure, supported by best in class analysis capabilities. Our clients can therefore better track
facility performance related to utility costs and consumption management.

Strategic Insights Through a Single,
Global Reporting Platform
Managing energy costs and consumption across a global enterprise presents a host of
challenges. Disparities among data sources, format, and country specifics contribute to the
time, effort, and resources required to obtain utility invoices, extract data, and garner insights
to ultimately manage costs. Overcoming these challenges is increasingly urgent work, given
increased pressure from corporate and regulatory stakeholders for accurate and complete
energy, carbon and sustainability reporting.

Nearly 30%
of companies’ energy
use is wasted through
controllable inefficiencies.
To capture these savings,
accurate and complete
data insight is essential.

DATA SHEET

Global Utility Invoice Data Management solutions can transform your utility invoice data into
immediate cost savings through increased insight into gas and electricity costs, as well as
consumption patterns across your enterprise. The solution set is based on an integrated
utility data management tool for data collection, audit and analysis, and global business
reporting, which includes regional and country summary data and the ability to drill down to
location specific details and invoices, including Google mapping features.

Data:
Reveals more opportunity

Insight gleaned through this single system of record for all global data alleviates the time,
effort and complexity associated with reporting from disparate systems. It’s the foundation for
proactive planning, global reporting, and successful energy and sustainability management.
Designed for multi-site enterprises, Global Utility Invoice Data Management combines
proactive management of utility accounts with comprehensive data analysis to offer:
•

Detailed, site-by-site consumption reporting to facilitate the identification of
efficiency opportunities

•

Comparison reports that identify high-cost facilities across the globe

•

Site-by-site and regional roll up of consumption to support sustainability reporting

Consolidated, Robust Reporting Capabilities

Insight:
Reshapes business strategy

Action:
Reveals results

=

Powerful Results

Global Utility Invoice Data Management allows organizations to view all cost and
consumption information, including how much usage occurred by site or grouping of sites,
with options to drill down to line item detail and view actual invoice images.
With ENGIE Insight’s patented system, the ENGIE Insight Energy and Sustainability
Management Platform, energy managers have 24/7 access to powerful online reporting
tools. Facility management is empowered by data visibility and reporting to aid strategic
decision-making.

Operational Reporting
Client facility information combined with vendor data enables easy reference when
troubleshooting cost and consumption anomalies. Users can view and sort information by:
•

Site address and/or site number

•

Utility/service used by site

•

Building Area (size)

•

Account numbers

•

Site type

•

Meter numbers

CONTACT US TODAY

•

Country/region/district classification

•

Vendor contact information

1313 N Atlantic St Ste 5000
Spokane, WA 99201-2330

Specialty reports are also available, designed specifically for detailed analysis of resource
or service costs and usage. The Energy Index Report, for example, allows organizations
to quickly identify sites that are their energy efficiency stars, or alternatively, their energy
efficiency laggards.
With ENGIE Insight’s Global Utility Invoice Data Management solution, organizations can
see, manage and interpret utility cost and consumption data across global portfolios and
wield this insight to drive down costs and improve consumption efficiency.

(800) 767-4197
info.insight@engie.com
engieinsight.com

